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We consider high-dimensional inference for potentially misspec-
ified Cox proportional hazard models based on low dimensional
results by Lin and Wei [1989]. A de-sparsified Lasso estimator is
proposed based on the log partial likelihood function and shown
to converge to a pseudo-true parameter vector. Interestingly, the
sparsity of the true parameter can be inferred from that of the
above limiting parameter. Moreover, each component of the above
(non-sparse) estimator is shown to be asymptotically normal with a
variance that can be consistently estimated even under model mis-
specifications. In some cases, this asymptotic distribution leads
to valid statistical inference procedures, whose empirical perfor-
mances are illustrated through numerical examples.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
With rapid technology advances, it is now possible to collect a large amount of healthcare data as often observed in genomic
or image studies. In survival analysis, data are often analyzed to investigate how covariates for patient information affect the
occurrence of some events such as disease. The Cox proportional hazards model [Cox, 1972] is one of the most widely used
survival models for censored time-to-event data. When the number of covariates collected is larger than sample size, high
dimensional regularized Cox regression (e.g., under Lasso penalty) has been proposed in the literature, e.g., Bradic et al. [2011],
Bradic and Song [2015], Gui and Li [2005]. In particular, Kong and Nan [2014] and Huang et al. [2013] studied finite sample
oracle inequalities for Lasso regularized Cox models under random and fixed designs, respectively.
As a natural followup work, we consider high dimensional inference for Cox regression models under possible misspeci-
fications. Recent process towards high dimensional inference is mostly concerned with (generalized) linear models. One par-
ticular method is through de-sparsifying Lasso estimator; see van de Geer et al. [2014], Javanmard and Montanari [2014] and
Zhang and Zhang [2014]. In this paper, a similar de-sparsified Lasso estimator is proposed based on the log partial likelihood of
Cox regression models. A key technical condition in justifying high dimension inference for (generalized) linear models is that
the summands in the log likelihood need to be Lipschitz and independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Unfortunately,
the summands in the log partial likelihood for censored survival data are neither i.i.d. nor Lipschitz. One major novelty in our
theoretical analysis is to introduce an intermediate function with a sum of i.i.d. non-Lipschitz terms for approximating the above
log partial likelihood as in Kong and Nan [2014]. We further apply mean value theorem to deal with the non-Lipschitz loss
function under a bounded condition, i.e., Assumption 2.
This novel technical device enables us to derive the limiting value of our proposed (non-sparse) estimator, called as pseudo-
true parameter, which turns out to be determined by the intermediate loss function proposed above and can be interpreted
meaningfully; see Example 1. Note that the pseudo-true parameter is not necessarily sparse even if the underlying true hazard
function depends only on a few covariates. Fortunately, we are able to identify a situation where the sparsity of the true parameter
can be inferred from that of the above limiting parameter. Specifically, the inactive variables are always included in the sparsity
set estimated through the working model.
Another crucial feature of our work is that it does not require the model to be correctly specified. The consequences
of misspecifying low dimensional Cox models have been extensively investigated in Gail et al. [1984], Lin and Wei [1989],
Struthers and Kalbfleisch [1986] among others. High dimensional inference for misspecified linear models have recently been
studied in Bühlmann and van de Geer [2015]. To perform valid statistical inference, we establish the asymptotic distribution that
centers around the pseudo-true parameter, and further provide a robust variance estimation formula that works even under model
misspecifications. Empirical performances are demonstrated in both correctly specified and misspecified Cox regression models.
While this manuscript was under preparation, we note an arxiv work [Fang et al., 2016] for high dimensional inference on
correctly specified Cox regression based on decorrelated method. During our revision, we also note another arxiv work [Yu et al.,
2018] for constructing confidence intervals for high dimensional Cox model based on CLIME estimator [Cai et al., 2011], where
the covariates are possibly time-dependent. Nevertheless, our inference results are constructed based on de-sparsified Lasso with
a particular focus on misspecification, and analyzed through a different intermediate function approach.
2 | ROBUST DE-SPARSIFIED LASSO ESTIMATOR
Consider a survival model with a true hazard function 휆0(푡|X) for a failure time 푇 given a covariate vectorX = (푋1 ,… , 푋푝)푇 .
Denote 퐶 as the censoring time, 푌 = min(푇 ,퐶) and Δ = 1(푇 ≤ 퐶). Let (푌푖,Δ푖,X푖)푛푖=1 be 푛 i.i.d. observations from the
underlying true model and 퐗 = (X푇
1
,… ,X푇푛 )
푇 be the 푛 × 푝 design matrix. We fit a potentially misspecified working model
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the above observations:
휆(푡|X) = 휆(푡) exp(X푇 훽), (1)
where 훽 = (훽1,… , 훽푝)
푇 and 휆(푡) is an unknown baseline hazard function. Note that 휆0(푡|X) does not need to take an exponential
regression form, or has to be a proportional hazard model.
Under the working model (1), the negative log partial likelihood function is written as
푙푛(훽) = −
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
[
X푖
푇 훽 − log
{
1
푛
푛∑
푗=1
1(푌푗 ≥ 푌푖) exp(X푗 푇 훽)
}]
Δ푖, (2)
with its first and second derivatives
푙̇푛(훽) = −
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽)
}
Δ푖, 푙̈푛(훽) =
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
{
휇̂2(푌푖; 훽)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽)
−
[
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽)
]⊗2}
Δ푖,
where 휇̂푟(푡; 훽) = 푛
−1∑푛
푗=1 1(푌푗 ≥ 푡)X푗⊗푟 exp(X푗 푇 훽) and⊗ represents the Kronecker product.1 In particular, we haveX푗⊗0 =
1,X푗
⊗1 = X푗 and X푗
⊗2 = X푗X푗
푇 .
The Lasso estimator for 훽 is defined as
훽̂ ∶= arg min
훽∈푝
{
푙푛(훽) + 2휆‖훽‖1} ,
where ‖⋅‖1 is the 퓁1 norm. It is known that 훽̂ does not possess a tractable limiting distribution [Huang et al., 2013, Kong and Nan,
2014]. Inspired by the recent de-sparsifying idea, we construct a non-sparse estimator by inverting the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) condition:
푏̂ ∶= (푏̂1,… , 푏̂푝)
푇 = 훽̂ − Θ̂푙̇푛(훽̂),
where Θ̂ is a reasonable approximation for the inverse of Σ̂ ∶= 푙̈푛(훽̂). We remark that the procedure of constructing 푏̂ remains
the same regardless whether the working model (1) is correctly specified or not. As will be shown in Section 3, the limiting
value of 푏̂ can be interpreted meaningfully. Moreover, 푏̂ is shown to be asymptotically normal, whose variance can be estimated
consistently even under model misspecifications.
The approximation Θ̂ can be constructed by performing nodewise Lasso as follows. We first re-write 푙̈푛(훽) as a product of
a matrix and its transpose:
푙̈푛(훽) = 퐶
푇
훽 퐶훽 , (3)
1For a matrix 퐴 ∈ ℝ푚×푛 and a matrix 퐵 ∈ ℝ푝×푞 , the Kronecker product 퐴⊗ 퐵 is a matrix in ℝ푚푝×푛푞 such that
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푎11퐵 … 푎1푛퐵
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
푎푚1퐵 … 푎푚푛퐵
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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where
퐶훽 ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
푛−1Δ11(푌1 ≥ 푌1)
√
exp(X1
푇 훽)
휇̂0(푌1;훽)
(
X1
푇 −
휇̂푇
1
(푌1;훽)
휇̂0(푌1;훽)
)
⋮
푛−1Δ11(푌푛 ≥ 푌1)
√
exp(X푛
푇 훽)
휇̂0(푌1;훽)
(
X푛
푇 −
휇̂푇
1
(푌1;훽)
휇̂0(푌1;훽)
)
⋮
푛−1Δ푛1(푌1 ≥ 푌푛)
√
exp(X1
푇 훽)
휇̂0(푌푛;훽)
(
X1
푇 −
휇̂푇
1
(푌푛훽)
휇̂0(푌푛;훽)
)
⋮
푛−1Δ푛1(푌푛 ≥ 푌푛)
√
exp(X푛
푇 훽)
휇̂0(푌푛;훽)
(
X푛
푇 −
휇̂푇
1
(푌푛;훽)
휇̂0(푌푛;훽)
)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠푛2×푝
. (4)
Denote 퐶훽̂,푗 as the 푗-th column of 퐶훽̂ and 퐶훽̂,−푗 as the submatrix of 퐶훽̂ without 퐶훽̂,푗 . Based on the decomposition (3), we run
the following nodewise Lasso 푝 times:
훾̂푗 ∶= argmin훾
{‖퐶훽̂,푗 − 퐶훽̂,−푗훾‖2 + 2휆푗‖훾‖1}, (5)
where 훾̂푗 = {훾̂푗,푘; 푘 = 1,… , 푝, 푘 ≠ 푗}. Define 휏̂2푗 = Σ̂푗,푗 − Σ̂푗,∖푗 훾̂푗 , where Σ̂푗,푗 denotes the 푗-th diagonal element of Σ̂ and Σ̂푗,∖푗
denotes the 푗-th row of Σ̂ without Σ̂푗,푗 . We now define
Θ̂ ∶= 푇̂ −2퐺̂,
where
푇̂ 2 ∶= diag(휏̂2
1
,⋯ , 휏̂2푝 ) and 퐺̂ ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 −훾̂1,2 ⋯ −훾̂1,푝
−훾̂2,1 1 ⋯ −훾̂2,푝
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
−훾̂푝,1 −훾̂푝,2 ⋯ 1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
3 | THEORETICAL PROPERTIES
3.1 | Pseudo-true Parameter
In this section, we derive the limiting value of 푏̂, denoted as 훽0, and further discuss the meaning of its sparsity. As discussed
previously, the summands in log partial likelihood (2), based onwhich 푏̂ is constructed, are neither i.i.d. nor Lipschitz. Therefore,
we first need to introduce an intermediate function that approximates (2):
푙̃푛(훽) ∶= −
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
{
X푖
푇 훽 − log 휇0(푌푖; 훽)
}
Δ푖,
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where 휇푟(푡; 훽) = 피{휇̂푟(푡; 훽)} = 피
{
1(푌 ≥ 푡)X⊗푟 exp(X푇 훽)} . As implied by Theorem 5, the pseudo-true parameter 훽0 is the
unique solution to a system of 푝 equations,
∫
∞
0
휇1(푡)푑푡 − ∫
∞
0
휇1(푡; 훽)
휇0(푡; 훽)
휇0(푡)푑푡 = 0, (6)
where 휇푟(푡) = 피{1(푌 ≥ 푡)X⊗푟휆0(푡|X)}, provided that
Σ훽0 = ∫
∞
0
{
휇2(푡; 훽0)
휇0(푡; 훽0)
−
[
휇1(푡; 훽0)
휇0(푡; 훽0)
]⊗2}
휇0(푡)푑푡 (7)
is positive definite. It is easy to verify that (6) and (7) turn out to be 피
̇̃푙푛(훽0) = 0 and 피
̈̃푙푛(훽0) = Σ훽0 , respectively. Hence, 푙̃푛
indeed plays a similar role as a true likelihood for 훽.
From the example below, we note that 푏̂ with some particular limit value 훽0 can still be useful for some statistical inference
problems.
Example 1 Suppose that the true hazard function is 휆1(푡) exp(훾푋
2
1
) in comparison with the working model 휆(푡) exp(X푇 훽). Let
푋−1 be the sub-vector ofX without the first element 푋1. If we assume that 푋−1 is independent of 푋1 and is symmetric about
zero, it can be shown by substituing into (6) that 훽0 = (0,… , 0)
푇 , provided that the censoring time 퐶 is independent of X. In
this case, according to Theorem 5 below, we can construct a valid test based on 푏̂푗 for testing the null hypothesis that the failure
time does not depend on 푋푗 , for any 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝.
The pseudo-true parameter 훽0 defined in (6) is not necessarily sparse even if the underlying true hazard function only
depends on a few covariates. Theorem 1 says that if we infer a variable as an active variable (significantly different from zero)
in the working model, it must be an active variable in the true model. Interestingly, this directly implies 훽0푗 = 0 for 2 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝
in Example 1 without doing any calculation.
Define 푆0 = {푗 ∶ 훽0푗 ≠ 0} and 푆휆0 (푆퐶0 ) as the index set of all variables having an influence on the true conditional hazard
function 휆0(푡|⋅) (conditional distribution of 퐶 given X). Let X∗1 (X∗2 ) be a sub-vector ofX with 푆휆0 ∪ 푆퐶0 (the complement
of 푆휆0 ∪ 푆퐶0 ) being its index set.
Theorem 1 Suppose that 피(X∗
2
∣ X∗
1
) = 0. Then we have 푆0 ⊆ 푆휆0 ∪ 푆퐶0 . If we further assume that the censoring time 퐶 is
independent of X, then 푆0 ⊆ 푆휆0 .
In the theorem above, we do not need Gaussian design condition, which is required in Bühlmann and van de Geer [2015]
for misspecified linear models. Rather, a conditional expectation condition 피(X∗
2
∣ X∗
1
) = 0 suffices (even for generalized
linear regression).
3.2 | Asymptotic Distribution
In this section, we show that 푛1∕2(푏̂ − 훽0) converges to a normal distribution and further provide a robust variance estimate
formula that is consistent even under misspecifications.
Recall that 푙̃푛 is the intermediate function. Some straightforward calculation shows that
̈̃푙푛(훽) can be re-written as (in
comparison with (3))
̈̃푙푛(훽) =
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
{
휇2(푌푖; 훽)
휇0(푌푖; 훽)
−
[
휇1(푌푖; 훽)
휇0(푌푖; 훽)
]⊗2}
Δ푖 = 피푋,푌 (퐷
푇
훽 퐷훽 ),
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where 피X ,푌 denotes the expectation with respect toX and 푌 only, and
퐷훽 ∶=
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
푛
Δ11(푌 ≥ 푌1)
√
exp(X푇 훽)
휇0(푌1;훽)
(
X
푇 −
휇푇
1
(푌1;훽)
휇0(푌1;훽)
)
⋮
1
푛
Δ11(푌 ≥ 푌1)
√
exp(X푇 훽)
휇0(푌1;훽)
(
X
푇 −
휇푇
1
(푌1;훽)
휇0(푌1;훽)
)
⋮
1
푛
Δ푛1(푌 ≥ 푌푛)
√
exp(X푇 훽)
휇0(푌푛;훽)
(
X
푇 −
휇푇
1
(푌푛;훽)
휇0(푌푛;훽)
)
⋮
1
푛
Δ푛1(푌 ≥ 푌푛)
√
exp(X푇 훽)
휇0(푌푛;훽)
(
X
푇 −
휇푇
1
(푌푛;훽)
휇0(푌푛;훽)
)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
푛2×푝
.
Before stating our main assumptions, we need the following notation. For 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝, define 훾훽0 ,푗 = argmin훾 피(퐷훽0 ,푗 −
퐷훽0 ,−푗훾)
2 . LetΘ훽0 = Σ
−1
훽0
(assume to exist) and 휏2
훽0 ,푗
∶= Θ−1
훽0,푗푗
. For simplicity, wewriteΘ = Θ훽0 . Recall that퐗 =(X
푇
1
,… ,X푇푛 )
푇
is the 푛 × 푝 design matrix.
Assumption 1 ‖퐗‖∞ = max퐢,퐣 |퐗퐢,퐣| ≤ 퐊ퟏ < ∞.
Assumption 2 ‖퐗훽ퟎ‖∞ ≤ 퐊ퟐ < ∞.
Assumption 3 ‖퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗‖∞ = (1) ∀ 푗, where 퐴훽0,−푗 is defined in the Appendix.
Assumption 4 The smallest eigenvalue of Σ훽0 is bounded away from zero and ‖Σ훽0‖∞ = (1).
Assumption 5 The observation time stops at a finite time 휏 > 0 with probability 휉 ∶= 푃 (푌 ≥ 휏) > 0.
Assumption 6 푠0 = 표(
√
푛∕ log(푝)) and 푠푗 = 표({
√
푛∕ log(푝)}2∕3), where 푠0 = |푆0| and 푠푗 is the number of off-diagonal
non-zeros of the 푗-th row of Θ.
Assumption 7 휆 ≍
√
log 푝∕푛 and 휆푗 ≍
√
log 푝∕푛 uniformly for 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝.
Assumptions 1 – 4 are the same as Conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) in Theorem 3.3 of van de Geer et al. [2014]. Assumption 5
is typically required in survival analysis, see Andersen and Gill [1982]. The condition on 푠0 in Assumption 6 is also typical for
the de-sparsified Lasso method, while the condition imposed on 푠푗 is to ensure that the 퓁1 difference between Θ̂푗 and Θ푗 is of the
order 표푃 (1∕
√
log 푝), where Θ̂푗 and Θ푗 are the 푗-th rows of Θ̂ and Θ respectively. Note that Assumption 2 significantly relaxes
the bounded condition on sup훽 ‖훽‖1 imposed in Kong and Nan [2014]. In fact, with Assumption 2, we can obtain a similar
non-asymptotic oracle inequality as that in Kong and Nan [2014] by choosing a slightly larger constant in the tuning parameter
휆̄퐵
푛,0
defined therein.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 3) describes the difference between 훽̂ and 훽0 (Θ̂푗 and Θ푗 ). We omit the proof of Lemma 2, which can
be straightforwardly adapted from Kong and Nan [2014] under a weaker condition Assumption 2 as discussed above. Our proof
of Lemma 3 differs from van de Geer et al. [2014] as 훾훽0 ,푗 (used in the analysis of 휏̂
2
훽̂,푗
− 휏2
훽0 ,푗
) does not necessarily minimize
피(퐶훽0,푗 − 퐶훽0,−푗훾)
2 . This is due to the introduction of our intermediate function.
Lemma 2 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have
‖훽̂ − 훽0‖1 = 푃 (휆푠0), ‖퐗(훽̂ − 훽ퟎ)‖ퟐ∕퐧 = 퐏(휆ퟐ퐬ퟎ).
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Lemma 3 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have for every 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝,
‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖1 = 푃 (휆푠3∕2푗 ∨ 휆√푠0푠푗 ), ‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖2 = 푃 (휆√푠0 ∨ 휆푠푗 ),
and
|휏̂2
훽̂ ,푗
− 휏2훽0,푗
| = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛 ∨ 휆√푠0).
Moreover,
|Θ̂푇푗 Σ훽0 Θ̂푗 − Θ푗푗 | ≤ (‖Σ훽0‖∞‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖21) ∧ (Λ2max‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖22) + 2|휏̂2훽̂ ,푗 − 휏2훽0 ,푗 |,
where Λ2max is the largest eigenvalue of Σ훽0 .
Lemma 4 shows the asymptotic normality of the score statistic 푙̇푛(훽0) under high dimensional setting, which is similar to
Lin and Wei [1989] for any fixed 푝.
Lemma 4 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have
√
푛Θ̂푇푗 푙̇푛(훽0)√
Θ̂푇푗 피
{
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1 푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗
converges weakly to (0, 1), where
푣푖(훽) = Δ푖
{
X푖 −
휇1(푌푖; 훽)
휇0(푌푖; 훽)
}
− ∫
∞
0
1(푌푖 ≥ 푡) exp{X푖푇 훽}
휇0(푡; 훽)
{
X푖 −
휇1(푌푖; 훽)
휇0(푌푖; 훽)
}
푑퐹̃ (푡),
and 퐹̃ (푡) = 피1(푌 ≤ 푡,Δ = 1).
From Lemmas 2 – 4, we obtain our main results on the asymptotic normality of 푏̂푗 . In particular, the asymptotic variance
formula (8) in Theorem 5 (also used in Lin and Wei [1989] for low dimensional case) is robust in the sense that it can be applied
irrespective whether the model is correct or not, while (9) in Corollary 6 only holds for correctly specified models.
Theorem 5 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have for every 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝,
√
푛
(
푏̂푗 − 훽0푗
)
∕휎̂푗 = 푉푗 + 표푃 (1),
where 푉푗 converges weakly to (0, 1) and
휎̂2푗 = Θ̂
푇
푗
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣̂푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗 , (8)
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with
푣̂푖(훽) = Δ푖
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽)
}
−
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽}
푛휇̂0(푌푘; 훽)
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푘; 훽)
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽)
}
.
Corollary 6 If the working model (1) is correctly specified, we have for every 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝,
√
푛
(
푏̂푗 − 훽0푗
)
∕휎̃푗 = 푉푗 + 표푃 (1),
where 푉푗 converges weakly to (0, 1) and
휎̃2푗 = Θ̂
푇
푗 푙̈푛(훽̂)Θ̂푗 . (9)
4 | NUMERICAL STUDY
We conducted extensive simulations to investigate the finite sample performances of our high dimensional inference methods.
The rows of 퐗 were drawn independently from (0,Σ) with each element truncated by [−3, 3]. Constant censoring time was
generated to yield 15% and 30% censoring rates. The Lasso estimator 훽̂ was obtained with a tuning parameter 휆 from 10-
fold cross-validation, while 휆푗 ’s in nodewise Lasso were also chosen by 10-fold cross-validation. We set (푛, 푝) = (100, 500)
and (푛, 푝) = (200, 30) with 1000 replications. Note that when (푛, 푝) = (200, 30), we compare our results with those derived
from partial likelihood estimation method. All the simulations were done on Purdue University rice cluster. For the case
(푛, 푝) = (100, 500), it took approximately 4 hours for 1000 replications run on one node with two 10-core Intel Xeon-E5
processors (20 cores per node) and 64 GB of memory. For (푛, 푝) = (200, 30), it took approximately 1 hour for 1000 replications
based on de-sparsified Lasso method. For the real example in section 4.3, it took approximately 6 hours.
4.1 | Correctly specified Cox regression model
Assume 휆(푡|X) = exp(X푇 훽) is the true hazard function with two different covariance matrices Σ:
• Independent: Σ = 퐼 ,
• Equal Correlation: Σ = Σ̃푝.
2
The active set has either cardinality 푠0 = |푆0| = 3 or 15 with 푆0 = {1, 2,⋯ , 푠0} and the regression coefficients were drawn
from a fixed realization of 푠0 i.i.d. uniform random variables on [0, 2]. Denote CI푗 as a two-sided 95% confidence interval.
In Table 1 and 2, we report empirical versions of
Avgcov 푆0 = 푠
−1
0
∑
푗∈푆0
ℙ(훽0푗 ∈ CI푗 ), Avglength 푆0 = 푠
−1
0
∑
푗∈푆0
length(CI푗),
Avgcov 푆푐
0
= (푝 − 푠0)
−1
∑
푗∈푆푐
0
ℙ(0 ∈ CI푗 ), Avglength 푆
푐
0
= (푝 − 푠0)
−1
∑
푗∈푆푐
0
length(CI푗).
It is demonstrated that the coverage probabilities are generally close to 95%. For active sets with a larger 푠0 , we observe
2Here Σ̃푗 for 1 ≤ 푗 ≤ 푝 denotes a 푗 × 푗 matrix with diagonal elements 1 and off-diagonal elements 0.8.
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TABLE 1 Average coverage probabilities and lengths of confidence intervals at the 95% nominal level based on 1000
repetitions, where 푛 = 100 and 푝 = 500.
Active set 푆0 = {1, 2, 3} Active set 푆0 = {1, 2,⋯ , 15}
Independent Equal Correlation Independent Equal Correlation
Censoring Rate 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30%
Avgcov 푆0 0.902 0.896 0.918 0.914 0.930 0.952 0.915 0.903
Avglength 푆0 5.553 5.842 9.883 10.442 5.467 5.982 12.477 14.104
Avgcov 푆푐
0
0.967 0.965 0.943 0.934 0.998 0.998 0.946 0.925
Avglength 푆푐
0
4.874 5.273 7.396 7.972 5.176 5.675 11.264 12.690
that the confidence intervals are wider, especially for the equal correlation case. This might be because our high dimensional
inference procedure is more suitable for very sparse regression. When 푛 > 푝, it can be seen that coverage probabilities of
confidence intervals based on the de-sparsified Lasso method are mostly closer to the nominal 95% level than those based
on partial likelihood method.We further notice from Table 2 that partial likelihood method does not work well for the ‘equal
correlation’ case. This indicates that partial likelihood method does not allow strong collinearity among the covariates.
4.2 | misspecified Cox regression model
In this section, we consider misspecified models. In Tables 3 and 4, survival time 푇 was generated from 휆(푡|X) = exp{푋2
1
},
and the working model (1) was used to fit the data in simulations. As explained in Example 1, the pseudo-true parameter 훽0 =
(0,… , 0)푇 . we calculated the average coverage probabilities 푝−1
∑
1≤푗≤푝 ℙ(훽0푗 ∈ CI푗) and average lengths 푝−1
∑
1≤푗≤푝 length(CI푗)
by considering two covariance matrices:
• Independent: Σ = 퐼 ,
• Block Equal Correlation I: Σ = diag(1, Σ̃푝−1).
The asymptotic variance estimates were calculated either from (8) (robust) or (9) (non-robust). Table 3 demonstrates that when
robust variance estimate is used, the coverage probabilities are closer to the nominal level 95% in comparison with the non-robust
formula.
Next, we test the null hypothesis 퐻0 that the failure time 푇 does not depend on 푋1 . When the working model (1) is false,
a valid test for 퐻0 based on 푏̂1 and robust variance estimation method is possible if 훽01 = 0. One example for 훽01 = 0 is
that 푋1 is symmetric about 0 and independent of other covariates, and 푋
2
1
has an important effect on the true hazard function
휆0(푡|X). Note that the true model need not take an exponential regressionform, and neither does it have to a proportional hazards
model. In Tables 5 and 6, different true hazards with covariates satisfying these conditions were explored, under the following
covariance matrices:
• Independent: Σ = 퐼 ,
• Block Equal Correlation II: Σ = diag(1, Σ̃2 , Σ̃푝−3).
Row 1 of Tables 5 and 6 is on the omission of relevant covariates from Cox models, rows 2-3 are on the misspecification
of regression forms with possible omission of relevant covariates, and rows 4-5 are on nonproportional hazards models with
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TABLE 2 Average coverage probabilities and lengths of confidence intervals at the 95% nominal level based on 1000
repetitions, where 푛 = 200 and 푝 = 30.
De-sparsified Lasso Method
Active set 푆0 = {1, 2, 3} Active set 푆0 = {1, 2,⋯ , 15}
Independent Equal Correlation Independent Equal Correlation
Censoring Rate 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30%
Avgcov 푆0 0.837 0.867 0.921 0.925 0.833 0.836 0.878 0.879
Avglength 푆0 0.400 0.445 0.754 0.855 0.508 0.551 0.841 0.947
Avgcov 푆푐
0
0.949 0.952 0.949 0.956 0.940 0.937 0.927 0.921
Avglength 푆푐
0
0.338 0.382 0.757 0.865 0.344 0.388 0.791 0.899
Partial Likelihood Method
Active set 푆0 = {1, 2, 3} Active set 푆0 = {1, 2,⋯ , 15}
Independent Equal Correlation Independent Equal Correlation
Censoring Rate 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30% 15% 30%
Avgcov 푆0 0.823 0.809 0.230 0.401 0.831 0.811 0.229 0.397
Avglength 푆0 0.459 0.513 0.776 0.902 0.459 0.513 0.775 0.902
Avgcov 푆푐
0
0.921 0.920 0.927 0.908 0.925 0.919 0.930 0.904
Avglength 푆푐
0
0.367 0.414 0.776 0.896 0.367 0.414 0.776 0.895
TABLE 3 Average coverage probabilities and lengths of confidence intervals at the 95% nominal level based on 1000
repetitions, where 푛 = 100 and 푝 = 500.
Independent Block Equal Correlation I
15% 30% 15% 30%
Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust
avgcov 0.930 0.900 0.937 0.904 0.946 0.938 0.952 0.938
avglength 1.498 1.368 1.684 1.523 1.753 1.734 1.856 1.791
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TABLE 4 Average coverage probabilities and lengths of confidence intervals at the 95% nominal level based on 1000
repetitions, where 푛 = 200 and 푝 = 30.
De-sparsified Lasso Method
Independent Block Equal Correlation I
15% 30% 15% 30%
Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust
avgcov 0.961 0.956 0.963 0.960 0.966 0.956 0.970 0.961
avglength 0.360 0.343 0.396 0.386 0.827 0.783 0.944 0.903
Partial Likelihood Method
Independent Block Equal Correlation I
15% 30% 15% 30%
Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust Robust Non-Robust
avgcov 0.913 0.919 0.922 0.919 0.915 0.921 0.920 0.919
avglength 0.344 0.347 0.386 0.379 0.725 0.732 0.714 0.799
TABLE 5 Empirical Sizes for testing the effect of 푋1 under the falsely assumed Cox model 휆(푡|X) = 휆(푡) exp(X푇 훽) at the
5% nominal level based on 1000 repetitions, where 푛 = 100 and 푝 = 500.
True Hazard Function Independent Block Equal Correlation II
15% 30% 15% 30%
Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R.
1. 휆0(푡|X) = exp{푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} 0.049 0.080 0.049 0.063 0.043 0.196 0.040 0.202
2. 휆0(푡|X) = {푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} + 5 0.049 0.083 0.044 0.074 0.056 0.126 0.049 0.110
3. 휆0(푡|X) = log(푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3 + 6) 0.042 0.063 0.045 0.083 0.069 0.108 0.062 0.131
4. log 푇 = −푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3 + 휙 0.054 0.072 0.046 0.092 0.043 0.223 0.060 0.250
5. 푇 = exp(−푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3) + 휖 0.054 0.096 0.046 0.116 0.049 0.158 0.048 0.180
possible omission of relevant covariates. In particular, row 2 is an additive hazards model and row 4 is an accelerated failure
time model.
Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate that tests based on robust variance estimate give empirical sizes closer to 5% than those non-
robust cases. This is because test based on robust variance estimation method is asymptotically valid, whereas test based on
non-robust variance estimation may not be. When 푛 > 푝, it is noted that our results based on de-sparsified method are comparable
with those based on partial likelihood method.
4.3 | Real Data Analysis
We consider a dataset, Alizadeh et al. [2000]: gene-expression data in lymphoma patients. The data (“LymphomaData.rda”) is
available in R glmnet package and is publicly available online. The original data is available from http://llmpp.nih.gov/lymphoma/data.shtml.
There are 푛 = 240 patients with measurements on 푝 = 7399 genes. It is of particular interest to find out which genes are im-
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TABLE 6 Empirical Sizes for testing the effect of 푋1 under the falsely assumed Cox model 휆(푡|X) = 휆(푡) exp(X푇 훽) at the
5% nominal level based on 1000 repetitions, where 푛 = 200 and 푝 = 30.
De-sparsified Lasso Method
True Hazard Function Independent Block Equal Correlation II
15% 30% 15% 30%
Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R.
1. 휆0(푡|X) = exp{푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} 0.071 0.127 0.074 0.124 0.050 0.131 0.062 0.143
2. 휆0(푡|X) = {푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} + 5 0.034 0.036 0.033 0.034 0.048 0.039 0.051 0.052
3. 휆0(푡|X) = log(푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3 + 6) 0.047 0.049 0.041 0.039 0.036 0.035 0.049 0.046
4. log 푇 = −푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3 + 휙 0.095 0.177 0.098 0.188 0.056 0.188 0.051 0.184
5. 푇 = exp(−푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3) + 휖 0.058 0.085 0.064 0.084 0.058 0.085 0.065 0.105
Partial Likelihood Method
15% 30% 15% 30%
Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R. Rob. Non-R.
1. 휆0(푡|X) = exp{푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} 0.061 0.157 0.075 0.196 0.064 0.191 0.063 0.198
2. 휆0(푡|X) = {푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3} + 5 0.069 0.068 0.088 0.100 0.075 0.073 0.065 0.084
3. 휆0(푡|X) = log(푋21 + .5푋2 +푋3 + 6) 0.083 0.084 0.087 0.086 0.085 0.077 0.071 0.079
4. log 푇 = −푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3 + 휙 0.058 0.240 0.052 0.259 0.069 0.228 0.060 0.234
5. 푇 = exp(−푋2
1
− .5푋2 −푋3) + 휖 0.075 0.137 0.069 0.131 0.101 0.161 0.114 0.170
휙 is a zero-mean normal variable with 0.5 standard deviation; 휖 is a standard exponential variable
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portant to the disease. We model the data with a high dimensional Cox regression model and obtain the following results for
significance. There are 319 genes out of the total 7399 genes found significant at individual 5% level based on the robust vari-
ance estimation method, while 169 genes are found significant based on non-robust variance estimation method. This is because
the robust variance estimates are generally smaller than the non-robust variance estimates. It is consistent with the findings in
Lin and Wei [1989] that when the model is correctly specified, robust variance estimates tend to be smaller than non-robust
variance estimates, see row 1 of Table 1 in Lin and Wei [1989]. This also suggests it may be ideal to model the data with a high
dimensional Cox regression model. The Bonferroni-Holm procedure based on 푏̂ finds no significant coefficient at the 5% signif-
icance level for the family-wise error rate (FWER), under either robust or non-robust variance estimate. Similarly as Example
4.3 of van de Geer et al. [2014], such a low power is expected in presence of thousands of variables.
APPENDIX
.1 | Notations
Let 1푛 = (1,… , 1)
푇 ∈ ℝ푛, 0푝 = (0,… , 0)
푇 ∈ ℝ푝 and
퐽 = diag{퐽̃ ,⋯ , 퐽̃
⏟⏟⏟
푛
}, where 퐽̃ = 1푛1
푇
푛 ,
Δ̃ = diag(Δ1,⋯ ,Δ1
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
푛
,⋯ ,Δ푛,⋯ ,Δ푛
⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏟
푛
),
퐵 = diag(1(푌1 ≥ 푌1),⋯ , 1(푌푛 ≥ 푌1),⋯ , 1(푌1 ≥ 푌푛),⋯ , 1(푌푛 ≥ 푌푛)),
푤푖,푗 (훽) =
exp(X푗
푇 훽)
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽)
, 푤̃푖,푗 (훽) =
1(푌푗 ≥ 푌푖) exp(X푗 푇 훽)∕푛
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽)
, for 푖, 푗 = 1,⋯ , 푛,
푊훽 = diag
(√
푤1,1(훽),⋯ ,
√
푤1,푛(훽),⋯ ,
√
푤푛,1(훽),⋯ ,
√
푤푛,푛(훽)
)
,
푊̃훽 = diag(푤̃1,1(훽),⋯ , 푤̃1,푛−1(훽), 1,⋯ , 푤̃푛,1(훽),⋯ , 푤̃푛,푛−1(훽), 1),
푋̃ = (X1 −X푛 ,⋯ ,X푛−1 −X푛, 0푝,⋯ ,X1 −X푛,⋯ ,X푛−1 −X푛 , 0푝)
푇 ∈ ℝ푛
2×푝,
퐻훽 = 퐼 − 퐽푊̃훽 , 퐴훽 = 푊훽퐻훽푋̃.
We first present some technical lemmas and their proofs.
.2 | Technical Lemmas
Lemma 7 Under Assumptions 1, 2 and 5, we have
퐽퐵푊 2훽 퐵퐽 = 푛퐽 , (10)
[퐻훽 ]
−1
푖
=
1∑푛−1
푗=1 푤̃푖,푗
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
∑푛−1
푗≠1,푗=1 푤̃푖,푗 −푤̃푖,2 ⋯ −푤̃푖,푛−1 −1
−푤̃푖,1
∑푛−1
푗≠2,푗=1 푤̃푖,푗 ⋯ −푤̃푖,푛−1 −1
⋯
−푤̃푖,1 −푤̃푖,2 ⋯
∑푛−1
푗≠푛−1,푗=1 푤̃푖,푗 −1
−푤̃푖,1 −푤̃푖,2 ⋯ −푤̃푖,푛−1 −(1 −
∑푛−1
푗=1 푤̃푖,푗 )
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (11)
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where [퐻훽 ]푖 is the 푖-th block matrix in 퐻훽 , which is non-singular provided that 푌푛 < max푖 푌푖. Further, for any 훽 between 훽0
and 훽̂,
‖퐴훽‖∞ = 푃 (1). (12)
Proof From the definition, 퐶훽 = Δ̃퐵퐴훽∕푛. Note that for any 푖 = 1,⋯ , 푛,
푛∑
푗=1
푤̃푖푗 = 1. (13)
Then (10) and (11) can be obtained from (13) and a direct calculation.
By Assumptions 1 - 2, we have exp(X푇 훽0) bounded from above. And from the consistency result for 훽̂ in Lemma 1, we
have exp(X푇 훽) is bounded above by a constant 푈 , for any 훽 between 훽0 and 훽̂. From Lemma 2 in Kong and Nan [2014], we
have with probability tending to 1, for any 푡 ∈ [0, 휏] and 훽 between 훽0 and 훽̂,
1∕푈2 ≤ exp(X푇 훽)∕휇̂0(푡, 훽) ≤ 2푈2∕휉, (14)
where 휉 = 푃 (푌 ≥ 휏) as defined in Assumption 5. In view of (14), (12) is true under Assumptions 1, 2 and 4. Direct calculation
shows that det[퐻훽 ] =
∏푛
푖=1
∑푛−1
푗=1 푤̃푖,푗 ≠ 0. Thus퐻훽 is non-singular provided that 푌푛 < max푖 푌푖.
Lemmas 8 and 9 bound the 퓁1 and 퓁2 differences between 훾̂훽̂,푗 and 훾훽0 ,푗 , respectively.
Lemma 8 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have
‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆2푠0∕휆푗),
and
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0,푗 )‖2∕푛2 = 푃 (푠푗 log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆2푠0).
Proof Let 휂훽0,푗 = 퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 . We have
퐴훽̂,푗 − 퐴훽̂,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 = {푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
퐴훽0}푗 − {푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
퐴훽0}−푗훾훽0,푗
= 푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
휂훽0,푗 .
By the definition of 훾̂훽̂,푗 and the fact that 퐶훽 = Δ̃퐵퐴훽∕푛, we have,
훾̂훽̂,푗 = argmin훾{‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗훾‖2∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾‖1},
which implies
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 훾̂훽̂ ,푗‖2∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗‖1 ≤ ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗훾훽0 ,푗‖2∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1.
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Simple algebra shows that
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0,푗 )‖2∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗‖1
≤ 2(Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )) ∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1, (15)
where (푢, 푣) ∶= 푢푇 푣.
Define
(푖) =
|||| (Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )) ∕푛2 − (Δ̃퐵휂훽0,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 ))∕푛2||||.
We next aim to show
(푖) ≤ ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽0,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕푛2 +푝(휆2푠0). (16)
Using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we get
||||(Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )) − (Δ̃퐵휂훽0,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 ))||||/푛2
=
||||
(
Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
− 퐼)휂훽0,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )
)/
푛2
||||
≤ {‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗)‖∕푛}{‖Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻−1훽0 푊 −1훽0 − 퐼)휂훽0,푗‖∕푛}
≤ ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 2퐼2,
where 퐼 = ‖Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻−1훽0 푊 −1훽0 − 퐼)휂훽0,푗‖∕푛 and the last inequality follows from 2푎푏 ≤ 푎2∕2 + 2푏2. To show (16), now it
suffices to show
퐼 = 푝(휆√푠0). (17)
Define 휂̃ ∶= 퐻−1
훽0
푊 −1
훽0
휂훽0,푗 . We have
퐼2 = ‖Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂퐻훽̂ −푊훽0퐻훽0 )휂̃‖2∕푛2
= ‖Δ̃퐵{(푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )퐻훽0 +푊훽0 (퐻훽̂ −퐻훽0 ) + (푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )(퐻훽̂ −퐻훽0 )}휂̃‖2∕푛2
≤ 1
푛2
|휂̃푇퐻푇훽0 (푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )퐻훽0 휂̃| + 1푛2 |휂̃푇 퐽 (푊̃훽̂ − 푊̃훽0 )푇푊훽0 Δ̃퐵푊훽0퐽 (푊̃훽̂ − 푊̃훽0 )휂̃|
+
1
푛2
|휂̃푇 퐽 (푊̃훽̂ − 푊̃훽0 )푇 (푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )Δ̃퐵(푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )퐽 (푊̃훽̂ − 푊̃훽0 )휂̃|
≜ (푎) + (푏) + (푐).
We apply Lemma 6.1 in van de Geer et al. [2014] to bound the RHS of the above inequality. Use (a) as an example, from the
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mean value theorem, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (14),
(푎) ≤ 1
푛2
‖(푊훽̂ −푊훽0 )퐻훽0 휂̃‖22 = 1푛2
푛∑
푖=1
푛∑
푗=1
||||
√√√√ 푒푋푇푗 훽̂
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽̂)
−
√
푒X푗
푇 훽0
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)
||||2‖퐻훽0 휂̃‖∞
≤ sup
푋,푡,훽
(
exp(X푇 훽)
휇̂0(푡, 훽)
)
1
2푛2
푛∑
푖=1
푛∑
푗=1
|X푗 푇 (훽̂ − 훽0) − {log 휇̂0(푌푖, 훽̂) − log 휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)}|2푃 (1)
≤ (2푈2∕휉) 1
푛2
푛∑
푖=1
푛∑
푗=1
(
[X푗
푇 (훽̂ − 훽0)]
2 + {log 휇̂0(푌푖, 훽̂) − log 휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)}
2
)푃 (1)
≤ (2푈2∕휉)
{
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
[X푖(훽̂ − 훽0)]
2 +
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
([
sup
푡,훽
1
휇̂0(푡, 훽)
]
{휇̂0(푌푖, 훽̂) − 휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)}
)2}
푃 (1)
≤ (2푈2∕휉)
{‖X푇 (훽̂ − 훽0)‖2∕푛2 + 푈2 1푛
푛∑
푗=1
푈2(X푗
푇 훽̂ −X푗
푇 훽0)
2
}
푃 (1)
= 푃 (‖X(훽̂ − 훽0)‖2∕푛2)
= 푃 (휆2푠0),
where 훽 is between 훽0 and 훽̂ and the second inequality holds with probability tending to 1. The last equation is from Lemma 1.
Note that Lemma 7 and Assumption 3 imply ‖휂훽0,푗‖∞ ≤ ‖퐴훽0,푗‖∞ + ‖퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗‖∞ = 푃 (1). We have ‖퐻훽0 휂̃‖∞ = 푃 (1).
Hence, from Lemma 6.1 in van de Geer et al. [2014], we get (푎) = 푃 (휆2푠0). By similar arguments, we can show (17) holds.
By applying (16), simple algebra shows that the RHS of (15) can be bounded by
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2
2푛2
+
2(Δ̃퐵휂훽0,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 ))
푛2
+ 2휆푗‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0).
Define the event 푛 = {2‖휂푇훽0,푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽̂,−푗‖∞∕푛2 ≤ 휆푗}. By similar arguments as in linear models [van de Geer et al., 2014]
and invoking the fact that ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂(훽̂−훽0)‖2∕푛2 = 푃 (‖퐗(훽̂−훽ퟎ)‖ퟐ∕퐧) [Kong and Nan, 2014], it can be shown that 푃 (푛) → 1.
Then we have on the event 푛,
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗‖1 (18)
≤ 2(Δ̃퐵휂훽0,푗 , Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 ))∕푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0)
≤ 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0,푗‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0).
It follows from the triangular inequality that,
‖훾̂훽̂,푗‖1 = ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1 ≥ ‖훾훽0,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 − ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1, (19)
where the subscript 푠0푗 denotes the set {푘 ∶ 훾훽0 ,푗,푘 ≠ 0}. Also note that
‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + ‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1. (20)
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Plugging (19) into the LHS of (18), and (20) into the RHS of (18), we have
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 − 2휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + 2휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1
≤ 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1 + 2휆푗‖훾훽0,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0).
Therefore, (18) becomes
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐
0푗
‖1 ≤ 3휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0).
Since the smallest eigenvalue of Σ훽0 is bounded away from zero, the compatibility condition holds for Σ̂. There exists a
constant 휙0푗 , such that
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1
= ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕2푛2 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠푐0푗 ‖1
≤ 4휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗,푠0푗 − 훾훽0,푗,푠0푗 ‖1 +푃 (휆2푠0)
≤ 4휆푗 [(훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )푇 Σ̂∖푗,∖푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )푠푗∕휙20푗]1∕2 +푃 (휆2푠0)
= 4휆푗
√
푠푗‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0,푗 )‖2∕(푛휙0푗) + 푃 (휆2푠0)
≤ ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕4푛2 + 16휆2푗 푠푗∕휙20푗 +푃 (휆2푠0).
The last inequality follows from the basic inequality 4푢푣 ≤ 푢2∕4 + 16푣2. Hence,
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕4푛2 + 휆푗‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 ≤ 16휆2푗 푠푗∕휙20푗 +푃 (휆2푠0).
Therefore, we deduce that ‖훾̂훽̂,푗 −훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 (휆푗푠푗)+푃 (휆2푠0∕휆푗) and ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 −훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕푛2 = 푃 (휆2푗 푠푗 )+푃 (휆2푠0).
Lemma 9 Under Assumptions 1 - 7, we have
‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖ = 푃 (√푠푗 log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆√푠0).
Proof Similar to the proof of (17) and the proof of Theorem 2.4 in van de Geer et al. [2014],
||||‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂푣‖2∕푛2 − 피‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽0푣‖2||||
≤ ||||‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂푣‖2∕푛2 − ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽0푣‖2∕푛2|||| + ||||‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽0푣‖2∕푛2 − 피‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽0푣‖2||||
=
{‖푋̃푇퐻푇
훽̃
푊훽̂퐵Δ̃퐵푊훽̂퐻훽̂푋̃ − 푋̃
푇퐻푇훽0
푊훽0퐵Δ̃퐵푊훽0퐻훽0 푋̃‖∞ + 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)}‖푣‖21
=
{푃 (휆2푠0√log 푝) +푃 (√log 푝∕푛)}‖푣‖21
= 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)‖푣‖21.
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Substituting 푣 = 훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 into the above inequality, we have
‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕푛2
≥ 피‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2 − 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖21
≥ Λ2
min
‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖2 −푃 (√log 푝∕푛 × (푠푗√log 푝∕푛)2) −푃 (√log 푝∕푛 × (휆2푠0∕휆푗)2)
−푃 (√log 푝∕푛 × 휆2푠0푠푗√log 푝∕푛∕휆푗 ),
where the first inequality follows from triangular inequality, and the second one holds due to Lemma 8 and the fact that the
smallest eigenvalue Λ2
min
of Σ훽0 stays away from zero. Again from Lemma 8, we note that ‖Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )‖2∕푛2 =
푃 (푠푗 log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆2푠0). Hence, we prove that ‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖ = 푃 (√푠푗 log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆√푠0).
.3 | Proof of Lemma 3
Proof We first show that
|휏̂2
훽̂,푗
− 휏2훽0 ,푗
| = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) + 푃 (휆√푠0). (21)
By definition, 휏̂훽̂ ,푗 = 퐴
푇
훽̂,푗
퐵Δ̃(Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,푗 − Δ̃퐵퐴훽̂,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗 )∕푛
2. Note that 퐴훽̂,푗 = 푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1
훽0
퐴훽0,푗 and 퐴훽̂,푗 − 퐴훽̂,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗 =
푊훽̂퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1
훽0
(
퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗
)
.We have
휏̂2
훽̂,푗
− 휏2훽0 ,푗
= 퐴푇훽0,푗
퐵Δ̃(퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗 )∕푛
2 − 휏2훽0 ,푗
+ 퐴푇훽0,푗
{
푊 −1훽0
(퐻푇훽0
)−1퐻푇
훽̂
퐵Δ̃푊 2
훽̂
Δ̃퐵퐻훽̂퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
− 퐵Δ̃
}
(퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0 ,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗 )∕푛
2
≜ (푖) + (푖푖).
Since 퐴훽0,푗 = 휂훽0,푗 + 퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 and 퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗 훾̂훽̂ ,푗 = 휂훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 ),
(푖) ≤ |휂푇훽0,푗퐵Δ̃휂훽0,푗∕푛2 − 휏2훽0 ,푗 | + |휂푇훽0,푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗 (훾̂훽̂ ,푗 − 훾훽0,푗 )∕푛2|
+|휂푇훽0 ,푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗∕푛2| + |훾푇훽0 ,푗퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )∕푛2|
≜ 퐼 + 퐼퐼 + 퐼퐼퐼 + 퐼푉 .
For 퐼 , by the definition of 휏훽0 ,푗 , some simple algebra shows that 휏
2
훽0 ,푗
= 피푋,푌 ,X푖 ,푌푖 ,Δ푖{(퐷훽0 ,푗 − 퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0,푗 )
푇 (퐷훽0 ,푗 −
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퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )}, where 피푋,푌 ,X푖 ,푌푖 ,Δ푖 (⋅) is the expectation respect to (푋, 푌 ,X푖, 푌푖,Δ푖). Hence,
퐼 =
[
(퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )
푇퐵Δ̃(퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )∕푛
2
−피푋,푌 {(퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )
푇 (퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )}
]
+
[
피푋,푌 {(퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )
푇 (퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )}
−피푋,푌 ,X푖 ,푌푖 ,Δ푖{(퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )
푇 (퐷훽0 ,푗 −퐷훽0 ,−푗훾훽0 ,푗 )}
]
.
≜ (푎) + (푏).
From the equality
퐴1
퐵1
−
퐴2
퐵2
=
퐴1
퐵1퐵2
(퐵2 − 퐵1) +
퐴1−퐴2
퐵2
and (14), with probability tending to 1,
퐴푇훽0 ,푗
퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,푘∕푛
2 − 피푋,푌 (퐷
푇
훽0 ,푗
퐷훽0 ,푘)
=
1
푛2
푛∑
푖=1
푛∑
푙=1
Δ푖
{
1(푌푙 ≥ 푌푖) exp(푋푇푙 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
[
푋(푗)
푙
−
휇̂1푗 (푌푖; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
][
푋(푘)
푙
−
휇̂1푘(푌푖; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
]
−피푋,푌
(
1(푌 ≥ 푌푖) exp(X푇 훽0)
휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
[
푋(푗) −
휇1푗 (푌푖; 훽0)
휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
][
푋(푘) −
휇1푘(푌푖; 훽0)
휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
])}
=
1
푛
푛∑
푖=1
Δ푖
{[
휇̂2푗푘(푌푖, 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)
−
휇2푗푘(푌푖, 훽0)
휇0(푌푖, 훽0)
]
−
[
휇̂1푗 (푌푖, 훽0)휇̂1푘(푌푖, 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖, 훽0)2
−
휇1푗 (푌푖, 훽0)휇1푘(푌푖, 훽0)
휇0(푌푖, 훽0)2
]}
≤ 2푈∕휉 sup
푡∈[0,휏]
||||휇̂2푗푘(푡, 훽0) − 휇2푗푘(푡, 훽0)|||| + 4푈3퐾2∕휉2 sup푡∈[0,휏] ||||휇̂0(푡, 훽0) − 휇0(푡, 훽0)||||
+4푈2∕휉2 sup
푡∈[0,휏]
||||휇̂1푗 (푡, 훽0)휇̂1푘(푡, 훽0) − 휇1푗(푡, 훽0)휇1푘(푡, 훽0)||||
+16푈6퐾2∕휉4 sup
푡∈[0,휏]
||||휇̂0(푡, 훽0)2 − 휇0(푡, 훽0)2||||.
where 휇̂1푗 is the 푗-th element in 휇̂1 , 휇1푗 is the 푗-th element in 휇1, 휇̂2푗푘 is the (푗, 푘) element in matrix 휇̂2 , and 휇2푗푘 is the (푗, 푘)
element inmatrix 휇2 . FromLemmas 3 and 4 in Kong and Nan [2014], we obtain sup푡∈[0,휏] |휇̂0(푡, 훽0)−휇0(푡, 훽0)| = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)
and max1≤푗≤푝 sup푡∈[0,휏] |휇̂1푗 (푡, 훽0) − 휇1푗 (푡, 훽0)| = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛). We can similarly construct bracketing numbers for the class
of functions
 푗푘 = {1(푦 ≥ 푡)푒푥훽푥(푗)푥(푘)∕(퐾2푈 ) ∶ 푡 ∈ [0, 휏], 푦 ∈ 푅, |푒푥훽 | ≤ 푈, ‖푥‖∞ ≤ 퐾},
for 푗, 푘 = 1,⋯ , 푝. Applying Theorem 2.14.9 in van der Vaart and Wellner [1996], we obtain that
max
1≤푗≤푝,1≤푘≤푝 sup푡∈[0,휏]
||||휇̂2푗푘(푡, 훽0) − 휇2푗푘(푡, 훽0)|||| = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛).
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Hence,
|퐴푇훽0 ,푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,푗∕푛2 − 피푋,푌 (퐷푇훽0 ,푗퐷훽0 ,푗 )| = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛), (22)|훾푇훽0 ,푗퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,푗∕푛2 − 훾푇훽0 ,푗피푋,푌 (퐷훽0 ,−푗퐷훽0 ,푗 )|
≤ |훾훽0 ,푗 |1‖퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,푗∕푛2 − 피푋,푌 (퐷훽0 ,−푗퐷훽0 ,푗 )‖∞ ≤ 푃 (√푠푗√log 푝∕푛), (23)|훾푇훽0 ,푗퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗∕푛2 − 훾푇훽0 ,푗피푋,푌 (퐷훽0 ,−푗퐷훽0 ,−푗 )훾훽0 ,푗 |
≤ |훾훽0 ,푗 |21‖퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗∕푛2 − 피푋,푌 (퐷훽0 ,−푗퐷훽0 ,−푗 )‖∞ ≤ 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛). (24)
Using the fact that (푏) = 푃 (푛−1∕2), and (22), (23), and (24), we have 퐼 = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛).
By substituting 휆푗 ≍
√
log 푝∕푛 into 푛 in the proof of Lemma 8 , we have ‖휂푇훽0,푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗‖∞∕푛2 = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛). Then
together with the inequality ‖훾훽0,푗‖1 ≤ √푠푗‖훾훽0 ,푗‖2 = 푃 (√푠푗), we get
퐼퐼 = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 ((푠푗 ∨ 푠0) log 푝∕푛),
퐼퐼퐼 = 푃 (√log 푝∕푛)‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 (√푠푗 log 푝∕푛).
For 퐼푉 , it follows from the KKT condition that
퐼푉 ≤ ‖퐴푇훽0,−푗퐵Δ̃퐴훽0,−푗 (훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗 )∕푛2‖∞‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 (√푠푗 log 푝∕푛).
Hence, (푖) = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛).
For (푖푖), ‖퐴훽0,푗‖∞ = 푃 (1) from (12) and ‖퐴훽0,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗‖∞ ≤ ‖퐴훽0,−푗훾훽0 ,푗‖∞ +푃 (1)‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1 = 푃 (1). Thus we get
(푖푖) = 퐴푇훽0,푗
푊 −1훽0
(퐻푇훽0
)−1{퐻푇
훽̂
퐵Δ̃푊 2
훽̂
Δ̃퐵퐻훽̂ −퐻
푇
훽0
퐵Δ̃푊 2훽0
Δ̃퐵퐻훽0}퐻
−1
훽0
푊 −1훽0
(퐴훽0,푗 − 퐴훽0,−푗 훾̂훽̂,푗 )∕푛
2.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 in van de Geer et al. [2014] and (17), we have (푖푖) = 푃 (휆√푠0). Hence, we have (21).
Since 1∕휏2
훽0,푗
= (1), together with (21), it implies that
|1∕휏̂2
훽̂,푗
− 1∕휏2훽0 ,푗
| = 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) + 푃 (휆√푠0).
We note that
‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖1 = ‖퐶̂푗∕휏̂2훽̂,푗 − 퐶푗∕휏2훽0,푗‖1
≤ ‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖1∕휏2훽0,푗 + (‖훾훽0 ,푗‖1 + 1)|1∕휏̂2훽̂,푗 − 1∕휏2훽0 ,푗 |
= 푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆2푠표∕휆푗) +√푠푗{푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆√푠0)}
= 푃 (휆푠3∕2푗 ∨ 휆푠0) = 푃 (1∕
√
log 푝).
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Also, we get
‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖2 ≤ ‖훾̂훽̂,푗 − 훾훽0 ,푗‖2∕휏2훽0,푗 + (‖훾훽0 ,푗‖2 + 1)|1∕휏̂2훽̂,푗 − 1∕휏2훽0 ,푗 |
= 푃 (
√
푠푗 log 푝∕푛) + 푃 (휆√푠0) +푃 (푠푗√log 푝∕푛) +푃 (휆√푠0)
= 푃 (휆√푠푗 ∨ 휆√푠0 ∨ 휆푠푗 ) = 푃 (휆√푠0 ∨ 휆푠푗 ).
Moreover, we have
|Θ̂푇푗 Σ훽0 Θ̂푗 − Θ푗푗 | ≤ (‖Σ훽0‖∞‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖21) ∧ (Λ2max‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖22) + 2|1∕휏̂2훽̂ ,푗 − 1∕휏2훽0 ,푗 |.
.4 | Proof of Lemma 4
Proof From Lin and Wei [1989], we have
√
푛푙̇푛(훽0) →
푑  (0,피{푛−1∑푛푖=1 푣푖(훽0)⊗2}). Because Θ푇푗 푙̇푛(훽0) is bounded by (14),
we only need to prove that
√
푛Θ̂푗 푙̇푛(훽0)
Θ̂푇푗 퐸
{
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1 푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗
=
√
푛Θ푗 푙̇푛(훽0)
Θ푇푗 퐸
{
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1 푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ푗
+ 표푃 (1). (25)
It follows from Lemma 4 in Kong and Nan [2014], Lemma A.1 in Chernozhukov et al. [2013] and Lemma 3 that
|(Θ̂푗 − Θ푗 )푇 푙̇푛(훽0)|
≤
{‖‖‖‖푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
{
X푖 −
휇1(푌푖; 훽0)
휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
}
Δ푖
‖‖‖‖∞ + sup푡∈[0,휏] ‖‖‖‖ 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) − 휇1(푌푖; 훽0)휇0(푌푖; 훽0)‖‖‖‖∞
}‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖1
= 푃 (휆)표푃 (1∕√log 푝) = 표푃 (푛−1∕2).
From Lemma 6.1 in van de Geer et al. [2014], we get
||||Θ̂푇푗 피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗 − Θ
푇
푗 피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ푗
||||
≤ ‖‖‖‖피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}‖‖‖‖∞‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖21 + ‖‖‖‖피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ푗
‖‖‖‖∞‖Θ̂푗 − Θ푗‖1
= 표푃 (1). (26)
The last equality holds fromLemma3 and the fact that ‖피{푛−1∑푛푖=1 푣푖(훽0)⊗2}‖∞ = 푃 (1) and ‖피{푛−1∑푛푖=1 푣푖(훽0)⊗2Θ푗}‖∞ =
푃 (1). Thus, we obtain (25).
.5 | Proof of Theorem 1
Proof It suffices to show that 훽0 = (훽
∗
01
, 0) is the solution to (6). Since 푙(훽) is strictly convex around 훽0, we have the solution
for
푙̇(훽) = −피푋,푌 ,Δ
{
푋Δ −
휇1(푌 ; 훽)
휇0(푌 ; 훽)
Δ
}
= 0 (27)
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is unique, and 훽∗
01
is the unique solution to 피X∗
1
,푌 ,Δ
{
X
∗
1
Δ−
휇∗
1
(푌 ;훽)
휇0(푌 ;훽)
Δ
}
= 0, where 휇∗
1
(푌 ; 훽) is a subvector of 휇1(푌 ; 훽) which
corresponds to the components of X∗
1
. Define the cumulative conditional hazard function Λ1(푡 ∣ X) = ∫ 푡0 휆0(푠 ∣ X)푑푠 and
the conditional cumulative distribution function for the censoring time 퐶 given X as 퐺퐶∣X (푐,X). We have Λ1(푡 ∣ X
∗
1
, 푋∗
2
) =
Λ1(푡 ∣ X
∗
1
), 퐺퐶∣X (푐,X
∗
1
,X∗
2
) = 퐺퐶∣X (푐,X
∗
1
) and
피(X∗
2
Δ ∣ X∗
1
) = 피
{
X
∗
2 ∫
∞
0
1 − 푒−Λ1(푐∣X)푑퐺퐶∣X (푐,X) ∣ X
∗
1
}
= 피
{
X
∗
2 ∫
∞
0
1 − 푒−Λ1(푐∣X
∗
1
)푑퐺퐶∣X (푐,X
∗
1
) ∣ X∗
1
}
= 0,
휇1(푡; (훽01, 0)) = 피X∗
1
(
피X∗
2
∣X∗
1
[(
X
∗
1
X
∗
2
)
푒X
푇 훽0−Λ1(푐∣X){1 −퐺퐶∣X (푡,푋)}
||||X∗1
])
= 피X∗
1
(
피X∗
2
∣X∗
1
[(
X
∗
1
X
∗
2
)
푒X
∗
1
훽01−Λ1(푐∣X
∗
1
)
{1 −퐺퐶∣X (푡,X
∗
1
)}
||||X∗1
])
=
(
피X∗
1
[
X
∗
1
푒X
∗
1
훽01−Λ1(푐∣X
∗
1
)
{1 −퐺퐶∣X (푡,X
∗
1
)}
]
0
)
.
The last two equations hold because 피(X∗
2
∣ X∗
1
) = 0. Hence, 훽 = (훽∗
01
, 0) is the solution to (27). By the uniqueness, we
have 훽0 = (훽
∗
01
, 0).
.6 | Proof of Theorem 5
Proof We first note that
푏̂푗 − 훽0푗 = 훽̂푗 − Θ̂
푇
푗 푙̇푛(훽̂) − 훽0푗
= 훽̂푗 − 훽0푗 − Θ̂
푇
푗 푙̇푛(훽0) − Θ̂
푇
푗 푙̈푛(훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0) − 푅푒푚1
= −Θ̂푇푗 푙̇푛(훽0) −푅푒푚2,
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where 푅푒푚2 = (Θ̂
푇
푗 푙̈푛(훽̂) − 푒
푇
푗 )(훽̂ − 훽0) + 푅푒푚1. And
|푅푒푚1| = ||||Θ̂푇푗 푙̇푛(훽̂) − Θ̂푇푗 푙̇푛(훽0) − Θ̂푇푗 푙̈푛(훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0)||||
=
1
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)
2휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
||||Θ̂푇푗 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) − Θ̂푇푗 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)2
−Θ̂푇푗 휇̂2(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)(훽̂ − 훽0) + 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)
푇 (훽̂ − 훽0)
||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) − 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
−휇̂2(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)(훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
+
||||Θ̂푇푗
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) − 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)
2
+휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
+
||||Θ̂푇푗
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0) − 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
+
||||Θ̂푇푗
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0) − 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)(훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
≜ 푖 + 푖푖 + 푖푖푖+ 푖푣.
Using the mean value theorem, the Cauchy -Schwartz inequality, and the fact that ‖Θ̂푇푗 푋‖∞ = 푃 (1), we obtain
푖 ≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||1푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖)[(푒푋푇푘 훽̂ − 푒푋푇푘 훽0 )Θ̂푇푗 푋푘 − 푒푋푇푘 훽̂ Θ̂푇푗 푋푘푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)]
||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
||||푒푋푇푘 훽̂ − 푒푋푇푘 훽0 − 푒푋푇푘 훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
||||푒푎̃푘푋푘(훽̂ − 훽0) − 푒푋푇푘 훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
|푎̃푘 −푋푇푘 훽̂||X푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)|
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
[푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)]
2
= 푃 (휆2푠0),
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where 푎̃푘 is a point intermediating 푋
푇
푘
훽̂ and 푋푇
푘
훽0 such that |푎̃푘 −푋푇푘 훽̂| ≤ |X푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)|. Similarly,
푖푖 ≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||1푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖){(푒푋푇푘 훽0 − 푒푋푇푘 훽̂ ) + 푒푋푇푘 훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)}
||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
|||| − 푒푎̃푘푋푘(훽̂ − 훽0) + 푒푋푇푘 훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)||||
≤ 푃 (휆2푠0),
푖푖푖 ≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||
{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖)(푒푋푇푘 훽̂ − 푒푋푇푘 훽0 )Θ̂푇푗 푋푘
}{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
푒푋
푇
푘
훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||
{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖)푒푎̃푘푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
푒푋
푇
푘
훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
≤ 푃 (1)
{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
|X푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)|}2
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푘=1
[푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)]
2
= 푃 (휆2푠0),
푖푣 ≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||
{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖)(푒푋푇푘 훽̂ − 푒푋푇푘 훽0 )
}{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
푒푋
푇
푘
훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
≤ 푃 (1) 1푛
푛∑
푖=1
||||
{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖)푒푎̃푘푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}{
1
푛
푛∑
푘=1
푒푋
푇
푘
훽̂푋푇푘 (훽̂ − 훽0)
}||||
≤ 푃 (휆2푠0).
Hence, |푅푒푚1| = 푃 (휆2푠0). From Lemma 2,
|푅푒푚2| ≤ |푅푒푚1| +푃 (√log 푝∕푛)‖훽̂ − 훽0‖1 = 표푃 (푛−1∕2).
We now show that our variance estimator is consistent. Given that, the asymptotic normality holds from Lemma 4. By the
triangular inequality, we have
||||Θ̂푇푗 피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗 − Θ̂
푇
푗
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣̂푖(훽̂)
⊗2
}
Θ̂푗
||||
≤ ||||Θ̂푇푗
[
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2 − 피
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}]
Θ̂푗
|||| + ||||Θ̂푇푗
[
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣̂푖(훽0)
⊗2 − 푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
]
Θ̂푗
||||
+
||||Θ̂푇푗
[
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣̂푖(훽̂)
⊗2 − 푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
푣̂푖(훽0)
⊗2
]
Θ̂푗
||||
≜ 퐼 + 퐼퐼 + 퐼퐼퐼.
Letting 휖푘,푙 ∶= 푛
−1∑푛
푖=1 푣푖(훽0)
⊗2 − 피
{
푛−1
∑푛
푖=1 푣푖(훽0)
⊗2
}
, we get from Lemma 3 that
퐼 = |∑
푘,푙
Θ̂푗,푘Θ̂푗,푙휖푘,푙| ≤ ‖Θ̂푗‖21‖휖‖∞ = 푃 (푠푗휆) = 표푃 (1).
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As for 퐼퐼 , we have
퐼퐼 =
||||푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
{
Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽0) + Θ̂
푇
푗 푣푖(훽0)
}{
Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽0) − Θ̂
푇
푗 푣푖(훽0)
} ||||
≤ 푃 (1)
{
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 Δ푖
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
−
휇1(푌푖; 훽0)
휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
}||||
+
(
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘
[
1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
Θ̂푇푗
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푘; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
}
−
1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}
휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
Θ̂푇푗
{
X푖 −
휇1(푌푘; 훽0)
휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
}]||||
)
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
|||| ∫ ∞0 1(푌푖 ≥ 푡) exp{X푖
푇 훽0}
휇0(푡; 훽0)
Θ̂푇푗
{
X푖 −
휇1(푡; 훽0)
휇0(푡; 훽0)
}
푑{퐹̃푛(푡) − 퐹̃ (푡)}
||||
}
≜ 푃 (1){(푎) + (푏) + (푐)},
where 퐹̃푛(푡) = 푛
−1∑푛
푘=1 1(푌푘 ≤ 푡,Δ푘 = 1) and 퐹̃ (푡) = 피퐹푛(푡).
(푎) ≤ 푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 Δ푖
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
[
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) − 휇0(푌푖; 훽0)
]}||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 Δ푖 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0) − 휇1(푌푖; 훽0)휇0(푌푖; 훽0) ||||
≤4푈2∕(푛휉2)
푛∑
푖=1
||||푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푌푖) exp{푋푇푘 훽0}Θ̂푇푗 푋푘
|||||||| sup푡∈[0,휏] 푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푡) exp{푋푇푘 훽0} − 퐸[1(푌 ≥ 푡) exp{푋푇 훽0}]||||
+2푈휉
|||| sup푡∈[0,휏] 푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
1(푌푘 ≥ 푡) exp{푋푇푘 훽0}Θ̂푇푗 푋푘 − 퐸[1(푌 ≥ 푡) exp{푋푇 훽0}Θ̂푇푗 푋]||||
≤ 4푈2∕휉2푈푃 (1)푃 (휆) +푃 (1)‖Θ̂푗‖1푃 (휆) = 푃 (휆√푠푗) = 표푃 (1),
where the second inequality holds with probability tending to 1, by Lemma 3 in Kong and Nan [2014], and Assumption 2.
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Moreover, we have
(푏) ≤ −1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}
휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
Θ̂푇푗
{
X푖 −
휇1(푌푘; 훽0)
휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
}]||||
≤ 푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}Θ̂푇푗 X푖
{
1∕휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0) − 1∕휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
}||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}
{ Θ̂푇푗 [휇̂1(푌푘; 훽0) − 휇1(푌푘; 훽0)]
휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
2
+
Θ̂푇푗 휇̂1(푌푘; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
2휇0(푌푘; 훽0)
2
[휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0) + 휇0(푌푘; 훽0)][휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0) − 휇0(푌푘; 훽0)]
}||||
≤ 푈푃 (1) sup
푡∈[0,휏]
||||1∕휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0) − 1∕휇0(푌푘; 훽0)||||
+4푈3∕휉2|Θ̂푗 |1 sup
푡∈[0,휏]
max
1≤푙≤푝 |휇̂1푙(푡; 훽0) − 휇1푙(푡; 훽0)| +푃 (1) sup푡∈[0,휏] |휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0) − 휇0(푌푘; 훽0)|
= 푃 (휆√푠푗 ) = 표푃 (1).
As 푛1∕2{퐹̄푛(푡) − 퐹̄ (푡)} converges in distribution to a zero-mean Gaussian process, (푐) = 표푃 (1), which implies that 퐼퐼 = 표푃 (1).
For 퐼퐼퐼 , because ‖Θ푇푗 푋‖∞ = 푃 (1),
퐼퐼퐼 =
||||푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
{
Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽̂) + Θ̂
푇
푗 푣̂푖(훽0)
}{
Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽̂) − Θ̂
푇
푗 푣̂푖(훽0)
} |||| ≤ 푃 (1)푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
|Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽̂) − Θ̂푇푗 푣̂푖(훽0)|
≤ 푃 (1)
(
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗
[
Δ푖
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)
}
− Δ푖
{
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
}]||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗
{
푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽̂}
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽̂)
[
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푘; 훽̂)
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽̂)
]
−
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘) exp{X푖푇 훽0}
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
[
X푖 −
휇̂1(푌푘; 훽0)
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
]}||||
)
≤ 푃 (1)
(
푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) [휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂) − 휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)]
||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂) − 휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0)휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0) ||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 X푖
{
푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘)
{
exp{X푖
푇 훽̂}
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽̂)
−
exp{X푖
푇 훽0}
휇̂0(푌푘; 훽0)
}}||||
+푛−1
푛∑
푖=1
||||Θ̂푇푗 푛−1
푛∑
푘=1
Δ푘1(푌푖 ≥ 푌푘)
{
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽̂) exp{X푖
푇 훽̂}
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽̂)
2
−
휇̂1(푌푖; 훽0) exp{X푖
푇 훽0}
휇̂0(푌푖; 훽0)
2
}||||
)
= 푃 (|훽̂ − 훽0|1) = 푃 (휆푠0) = 표푃 (1),
where the last equality holds from Lemma 2.
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